
Chase the “Grey Ghost of the 
North” 

6-night/5-day Trophy Wolf Hunt  
Kapuskasing, Ontario for 1 Hunter and 1 Wolf 

Kap River Outfitters 
Due North, True North Adventures 

 Website: www.kapriveroutfitters.ca  Email: kroceo47@gmail.com  
Phone: 705-335-3163     

 

 Peter and Terry Martin of Kap River Outfitters have generously offered to you 
the opportunity to hunt the “Grey Ghost of the North”! Professional Guide and Owner 
Peter Martin has over 35-years of experience chasing these elusive predators and is 
regarded as one of the best in the business.  Join the Martins for a 6-night/5-day hunt 
for 1 hunter and 1 wolf.  Additional hunt days may be added for $500 per hunter per 
day, and additional hunters may be added at $2,500 per person and non-hunters are 
welcome at $1250 per person. This hunt takes place from December 1st - March 30th.    
 Hunts are conducted on over 1000 square miles of prime wolf habitat. The 
average weight is 100 pounds with mature males in the 125 pounds range.  The 
majority of hunting is conducted by placing hunters in surrounding sectors that have 
established active bait sites and then driving the wolves out to hunters on stand. This 
is a rifle only hunt with a minimum of a 243 caliber but 30 caliber preferred.  Average 
shots are 125 yards at walking targets. Shot opportunity is 90% with proficiency @ off 
hand shooting being desirable.   
 Groups up to 10 are welcome and the winning bidder is encouraged to bring 
other hunters along with them to enjoy this great experience. The closest airport is 
Timmins, Ontario (90 miles) where clients can rent a truck that will be needed to drive 
to hunting areas daily. Airport pick up and delivery also available at a cost of $500. 
Licenses are not included ($415) but are available over the counter. There is a trophy 
prep caping fee of $100 per wolf.  There is a trophy prep caping fee of $100.00 per wolf.  
Not included is before and after hunt expenses and gratuities. 
 Lodging (8 bedrooms & 5 bathrooms), meals (hot breakfast, sack lunch & home-
style dinner) & guide provided. This hunt is valid for open dates in 2022 - 2023 hunting 
seasons depending upon availability.  This is a 100% donation, so all of the proceeds 
from the auction go directly to KYSCI.   
 References: Chapter Members Kelly & Jerry O’Daniel (502 341 4590); 
Chapter Member Dave Noem: kudu1shot@aol.com            Donor Valuation: $2,500.00  

 

 

Item #21 - 6-Night/5-Day Trophy Wolf Hunt in 
Kapuskasing, Ontario



CLARENCE VALLEY TROPHY HUNTING 
WORLD CLAWORLD CLASS PS PRIRIVAVATE TE GUIDGUIDED REED RED D DEEEER TROR TROPHY HUNTHY HUNTS 

Kaikoura, Canterbury, New Zealand 
Phone: 011 64 3 319 3183    

Website: www.huntingnewzealanddeer.com  
Email: info@cvth.co.nz  

 

 CLARENCE VALLEY TROPHY HUNTING owners, Steve & Shirley 
Millard have generously donated a Silver Medal Red Stag trophy hunt of a lifetime 
for one hunter on the South Island of New Zealand! Join Steve & Shirley for 4 
nights & 3 full hunting days (day of arrival & day of departure not counted as 
hunting days).  Schedule your hunt for open dates April 1, 2021 through July 31, 
2022. 
 Hunt includes the trophy fee for one Game Estate SCI Silver Medal Red Stag, 
daily fees, personal guide, pick up & return to Blenheim Airport, accommodation 
with personal ensuite, exquisite views & traditional meals during your stay.  Not 
included are before & after pick up/drop off expenses & costs associated with 
trophy export.  The successful bidder must purchase a Fallow Stag (US $3,500). 
 Hunt is upgradable to a SCI Gold, Super Gold or bigger Red Stag by using 
the donation value of US $5,500.00 as a credit toward the published trophy fees. 
Also available are trophy quality Fallow Deer, Arapawa Rams, Wild New Zealand 
Goats, Wild Boar – all available at published trophy fees.  Also, if requested, Steve 
& Shirley will work with the hunter to set up a Himalayan Tahr hunt 
(with/without helicopter) at an additional cost. 
 Additional hunting days may be added at US $500 per hunter per day.  Non-
hunting observers are welcome at US $200 per observer per day, which includes 
transfers to and from Blenhim airport, accommodation, meals and light 
refreshments.  Additional hunters may be added at a daily rate of US $500 per 
hunter per day; however, should a hunter take a trophy over the value of US 
$3,000 then the daily rate may be waived. 
 Clarence Valley offers many tourist attractions. Shirley can organize whale 
watching, dolphin swimming, river rafting, Marlborough wine tasting, golfing on 
Kaikoura’s magnificent course, or visiting the local shops in Kaikoura (3/4 hour 
drive) or shopping in Blenheim (1.5 hours drive) or fresh water fishing in season. 
 References: Crystal & Dave Noem: 859-384-1335 or kudu1shot@aol.com 
 Tom, Clay or Alice Monarch: 270-756-5748 or alicemonarch@icloud.com  
 Donor’s Valuation: US $5,500.00 

 

Item #22 - Silver Medal Red Stag Trophy Hunt



TTURURKKEYEY     PAPACCKAKAGEGE 
EEXTXTRORODDININAARREE  

PPRROODUDUCCTTSS      THHATAT     PPRROODUDUCCE E     RREESUSULTLTSS!!

Mossberg 835 Ulti-Mag Turkey 
Pump-Action Shotgun This turkey
package begins with this donated 
slightly used Mossberg Turkey 
Pump-Action Shotgun which offers 
new and serious hunters an 
incredibly reliable and dependable 

firearm, outfitted specifically for turkey hunting!  The 3½" chamber delivers the 
heaviest loads of shot, while the overbored 24” vent rib barrel reduces recoil for rapid
follow up shots while reducing pellet deformation for dense shot patterns. This 12 Ga 
Mossberg Ulti-Mag pictured here comes with a synthetic buttstock and fore-end. The
top-mounted safety makes this 835 naturally ambidextrous.  An added bonus to this 
exceptional turkey package is this 3 Pack Set of Carlson's 12 Ga. Delta Waterfowl 
Choke Tubes for a Mossberg 835/935.

  Primos Hensanity Tone Control Friction Turkey Call. You will have m
ore control over the sounds from the old pot 'n' peg call with the Primos® 
Hensanity Turkey Call. Greater control comes from the Hensanity's 4 sound ports 
in the side of the hardwood pot, making it easy for hunters to produce a different 
tone and volume on every call by simply covering the ports or leaving them open. 
Premium striker included produces an array of beautiful hen clucks, purrs, and 
yelps! 

Avian-X® Lifelike Collapsible Decoys (LCD) offer everything spring
turkey hunters want. True body postures, incredible feather detail and Avian’s 
revolutionary no-flake paint create a decoy that's difficult to distinguish from the 
real thing. Crafted from rugged Dura-Rubber, the LCD folds yet won't crease or 
dent. The 1-piece collapsible staking allows ample movement without the spin of 
lighter decoys. Comes with a drawstring bag.  Jake stands alert in a non-
aggressive position.  Feeder Hen feeds with low head.
 Ameristep®'s Doghouse® Ground Blind completes this turkey hunt
package.  This easy setup, 60” x 60” x 66” two-person Doghouse Hunting Blind
comes with shoot-through mesh porthole covers. With 3D EDGE ReLeaf trim, the
Doghouse blends into nearly any woodland or brushland environment. The 
Doghouse features Ameristep’s Durashell Plus fabric shell with matte finish and
ShadowGuard coating to eliminate shadows & silhouettes. Donation Value:
$900.00 

DODONANATIOION    ININ 
HONHONOROR  
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COUNTYCOUNTY 

CHAMPICHAMPIONONSHIPSHIP 
CLAYBUSTERS!LAYBUSTERS!

Item #23 - Turkey Package



North West Province 
South Africa 

Website: www.dekosafaris.com 
Phone: +27 67 404 8099 

Contact: ruan@dekosafaris.com 

Come as a clienome as a client and leave as t and leave as a lifa life long friee long friend!nd! 
Deko Safaris, situated in the malaria-free “Heritage” North West Province of South

Africa, has generously donated a 5-day plains game safari for 2 hunters and 2 nonhunters 
which can be taken in 2021 or 2022.  This exciting safari package includes trophy fees for 2 
trophy Blue Wildebeest, 2 trophy Impala, and 2 trophy Blesbok (one each per hunter) as 
well as lodging, meals and trophy prep. Daily rates also include a licensed professional 
hunter, 4-wheel drive hunting vehicle, skinners, trackers, daily laundry service, all meals, 
soft drinks, bottled water, prep of trophies for taxidermy collection. This hunt is 
upgradable for additional hunters/nonhunters/hunt days and/or added animals at 
published rates (see website and/or contact Ruan). 

This hunt package does not include a day of arrival or a day of departure which is 
$180 p/p/p day, which price does include airport transfer fees. Daily rates exclude 
any before and after safari expenses, packing, dipping, shipping, etc. of trophies to final 
destinations all of which is between the client and the taxidermist, added activities and 
excursions, other trophy fees, chartered flights, alcoholic beverages, gratuities, rifle hire 
and ammunition costs. 

The North West Province’s landscape is defined by mountains in the northeast as
well as bushveld scattered with trees and shrubs and the region enjoys all year-round 
sunshine with an average maximum temperature of 85F during the day and 70F at night 
which makes it the perfect destination to include exciting activities like photographic & 
game drive safaris, helicopter flips, 

horseback safaris, clay pigeon 

shooting, hiking and excursions to 

places like Predator Park, SPA visits, 

Pilanesberg, hot air ballooning, 

elephant & monkey sanctuary and 

cultural village visits.  

References: 
Scott Sprayberry: 706 4990423 

spray821@yahoo.com 

Donation Value: $12,500

Item #24 - 2 Blue Wildebeest, 2 Impala 
& 2 Blesbok



Mathews Vertix 

 Hunting Bow 
 

     
 

 
Website: Vertix | Mathews Archery | Mathews VERTIX | Mathews Archery 

(mathewsinc.com) 
 

Up for auction is a new in the box right-handed Mathews Vertix compound bow in Sitka 
Gear’s popular Elevated 2 camouflage pattern. This state-of-the-art bow is currently set at 
70 pounds of draw weight with 80% let off and has a 28-inch draw length, but those are 
both easily changed with simply changing the modules. The Mathew’s Archery website says 
it best, 
 
“The VERTIX is the peak of versatility and performance. Switchweight modules allow you to 
change peak draw weight in 5 pound increments. Available in 60, 65, 70 and 75 pound peak 
weights, each set of mods are programmed for an incredibly smooth draw. The new Engage 
Grip interface was designed to ensure consistent hand placement, reducing torque and 
increasing accuracy. While more versatile than ever, silence and efficiency remain king, and 
with 20% less vibration than the TRIAX (its predecessor), the VERTIX delivers an experience 
that is both unexpected and unforgettable.” 
 
We love this auction item. This is an advanced level bow, but because of the quality, 
ergonomics, and technology used in the design and engineering at Mathew’s Archery, even 
a beginner would shoot it well and enjoy it. We would like to thank the sponsors for their 
very generous gift to the chapter valued at $1,049.99 
 

Sponsored By  
Ivan Schell, Esquire 

McBrayer, PLLC 
500 West Jefferson Street, Suite 2400  

Louisville, KY 40202 
ischell@mcbrayerfirm.com  

Phone: 502-783-6241   Fax: 502-327-5444   Office: 502-327-5400 

Item #25 - Right Handed Mathews Vertix 
Compound Bow
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